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The spectra of LaplaceBeltrami operators with periodic metrics has been less
investigated than that of Schro dinger operators with a periodic potentials, and
there are many differences between these two cases. It has been established that the
spectrum of a LaplaceBeltrami operator with periodic metric is the union of closed
intervals and that spectral gaps are possible, but whether an infinite number of
spectral gaps is possible is an open question. Utilizing special transformations it is
shown that there are two-dimensional LaplaceBeltrami operators having an
arbitrarily large number of spectral gaps by proving that a particular two-dimen-
sional operator has an infinite number of spectral gaps. In the case of a periodic
conformal metric relationships between the scalar curvature and the number of
gaps are investigated.  1997 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
The spectra of LaplaceBeltrami operators with periodic metrics on R&
have not been extensively studied, while much is known about the spectra
of Schro dinger operators H=&2E+V(x) with a periodic potential
[15]. (The Euclidean Laplacian is denoted by &2E .) Let & represent the
dimension of the space. When V(x) is periodic, and sufficiently well-
behaved (piecewise continuous for &=1, the Fourier coefficients in l;
where ;=2 for &=2 and ;<(&&1)(&&2) for &3), the spectrum of H
is a union of infinitely many closed intervals in R called bands such that
any compact set meets only a finite number of these bands. Any open inter-
val between bands is referred to as a gap. In the theory of conduction of
electricity, the length of the gap separating the conduction and valence
bands determines whether a given material is a conductor, semiconductor,
or insulator ([6], 119120).
The LaplaceBeltrami operator on a manifold M is denoted by L; it can
be viewed as the generalization of the Euclidean Laplacian. The dimension
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of M is a positive integer represented by &. In a local coordinate system L
is given by
L=& :
&
i, j=1
1
- g(x)
 i (gij (x) - g(x) j), (1.1)
where gij (x) is the metric on M and g(x)=det( gij (x)). The Laplace
Beltrami operator is self-adjoint on L2(M) where the integral weight is
- g(x). This operator may have applications to continuum mechanics ([7]
341346, especially equation (15.52) with nonconstant Lame ’s constants).
A conformally flat metric is of the form:
gij (x)=c(x) $ij, (1.2)
where $ij is one only when i= j and is otherwise zero, and c(x) is a positive
C function which is bounded and bounded away from zero. (See [15]
concerning conformal invariants and existence of conformal metrics.)
A metric is defined to be a periodic metric if there exists a global chart
x : M  R& in which gij (x) is periodic with respect to some lattice T deter-
mined by lattice vectors {1 } } } {& . The basic cell 0 is defined as
0=[x : x=&j=1 t
j{j , 0t j1]. The reciprocal lattice 1 of T is similarly
defined by a set of independent vectors #1, ..., #&, which satisfy the relations:
{i } # j=$ ji , where $
j
i is the usual Kronecker delta. As with T, 1 has a basic
cell which will be denoted by 0$. Note that this is not a compact manifold
problem where the spectrum would be discrete. A two-dimensional non-
compact manifold with a periodic metric may be viewed as a surface
embedded in R3 with periodic bumps and indentations.
As in the Schro dinger operator case a representation using Bloch waves
[11] has been established for LaplaceBeltrami operators with periodic
metrics [12]. For each k # 0$ there are a countable number of non-
trivial solutions of Ln(x, k)=*n(k) n(x, k) with boundary conditions
n(x+{, k)=e2?ik } {n(x, k) for any { # T. The discrete eigenvalues are
numbered so that *1(k)*2(k) } } } and *n(k)   as n  . The fact
that the *n(k) are analytic and the completeness of this set of functions in
L2(R&, - g) establishes that the spectrum is the union of closed intervals
Bn . Each closed interval is given by Bn=k # 0$ *n(k). The possibility of
gaps in the spectrum may have important applications. For example, if the
gaps correspond to forbidden modes of vibration, this could determine the
stability of mechanical devices.
Concerning the number of gaps there are significant differences between
LaplaceBeltrami operators and Schro dinger operators. It is very simple
to show that a one-dimensional LaplaceBeltrami operator may be con-
verted to &d 2dx2 via a change of coordinates, and thus the spectrum of
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a one-dimensional LaplaceBeltrami operator with a periodic metric is
[0, ). As the Mathieu equation [14] demonstrates, it is possible for one-
dimensional Schro dinger operators to have an infinite number of gaps
in their spectra. In fact it is generic in the sense that if the set of all C
periodic functions is topologized with the seminorm & f &n=&Dnf & ,
n=0, 1, ... then the set of potentials V for which all spectral gaps of the
one-dimensional operator are present is a dense G$ subset ([14], 299).
However for dimension &2, a Schro dinger operator with a bounded peri-
odic separable potential in R& can have only a finite number of gaps in the
spectrum [9]. Generally in R2 and R3, only a finite number of gaps can
occur if the potential is bounded [10,11,19]. For &4 with T a rational
lattice, again only a finite number of gaps can occur with a bounded poten-
tial [9]. Since the presence of gaps in the spectrum of periodic Schro dinger
operators tends to decrease as the dimension increases and the spectrum of
a one-dimensional periodic LaplaceBeltrami operator has no gaps, it was
thought that the spectrum of periodic LaplaceBeltrami operators in
dimensions &=2, 3, . . . would not have any gaps. However, Davies and
Harrell [8] gave an explicit example in which a two-dimensional Laplace
Beltrami operator with a periodic metric had a gap in its spectrum. They
also proved there are higher dimemsional examples with at least one
spectral gap.
Not all higher dimensional LaplaceBeltrami operators with periodic
metrics have spectral gaps. Obviously, the Euclidean Laplacian is a peri-
odic operator with no gaps. Another example for &=2 has the matrix form
of gij (x, y) given by
_2+cos x0
0
2+cos y&
and hence - g(x, y) =- (2+cos x)(2+cos y). After simplifying we have
L=&1 - 2+cos x

x
1 - 2+cos x

x
&1 - 2+cos y

y
1 - 2+cos y

y
.)
But by the change of variables u=x0 - 2+cos s ds and v=0 y- 2+cos s ds
we have L=&2E and so the spectrum is [0, ). The curvature tensor for
this metric is zero. When the curvature is zero, a change of coordinates can
convert the LaplaceBeltrami operator into the Euclidean Laplacian.
The main result of this paper is the following theorem which will be
proved in Section IV.
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Theorem 1. For any N # N, there exists a two-dimensional Laplace
Beltrami operator with a periodic metric which has at least N gaps in its
spectrum.
How the number of gaps is related to the scalar curvature is also dis-
cussed at the end of Section V.
II. SPECIAL TRANSFORMATIONS
There are special transformations which make connections between the
LaplaceBeltrami operators with conformally flat metrics and Schro dinger
operators. The following lemma (which is similar to [8], Proposition 1.1)
is easily proved by direct computation from (1.1) with careful attention to
the integral weight functions.
Lemma 2. Let a(x) be a positive C function which is bounded and
bounded away from zero and L be given by (1.1). For &3, let gij (x)=
[a(x)]&4(&&2) $ij, then
H*#AU &1(L&*) UA=&2E+V(x), (2.1)
where A=[a(x)]2(&&2), U=[a(x)]&&(&&2) , and V(x)=1a(x) 2E (a(x))&
*[a(x)]4(&&2). For &=2, let gij (x)=a(x) $ij then H* is also given by
Eq. (2.1) where A=[a(x)]&12, U=[a(x)]12, and V(x)=&*[a(x)]&1.
In general the operators H* and L will have different spectra. However,
it is possible to determine whether a given * is in the spectrum of L on
L2(M) because clearly * # _(L) if and only if 0 # _(H*).
III. A TWO-DIMENSIONAL OPERATOR WITH AN
INFINITE NUMBER OF GAPS
In this section I will exhibit an operator in R2 which has an infinite num-
ber of gaps in its spectrum. The following number theory result will be
needed later.
Lemma 3. Let k be an integer with k2. Then there are no pairs of
positive integers whose sum of squares is equal to 4k&2, 4k&1, or 4k.
Proof. Suppose there exist positive integers m and n such that
m2+n2=4k for some k2. Then m and n are either both odd or both
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even. However they cannot be both odd because the square of an odd
number mod 4 is 1, but 4k mod 4=0 if k2. Thus m and n are both even.
Let m=2m1 and n=2n1 . Then 4m21+4n
2
1=4
k, which implies that
m21+n
2
1=4
k&1. If k&1 is greater than one, we repeat the above deduction
to produce a set of positive integers which satisfy m22+n
2
2=4
k&2. This con-
tinues until the right hand side is 40=1 or 41=4. Since there is no pair of
positive integers such that m2+n2=1 or 4, we have a contradiction.
It is impossible for the sum of squares of positive integers modulo 4 to
be equal to 3. Thus m2+n2=4k&1 is impossible.
Suppose there exist positive integers m and n such that m2+n2=4k&2.
Then they are both even or both odd, but the both even case can be
eliminated because then the result mod 4 would be zero. Thus there exist
positive integers p and q such that m=2p&1 and n=2q&1. Then we have
4p2&4p+1+4q2&4q+1=4k&2, which implies that p2& p+q2&q=
4k&1&1. Both p2& p and q2&q are even, but if k2 the right hand side
is odd. Thus we have a contradiction. K
In the &=2 case of Lemma 2, suppose that [a(x, y)]&1=b(x)+b( y)
where b(x) is a periodic function with period 1. In this case a separation
of variables is possible on the operator H* such that
H*=&2E&*[a(x, y)] &1=h* I+Ih* . (3.1a)
where
h* #&
d 2
dx2
&*b(x) (3.1b)
Thus _(H*)=_(h*)+_(h*).
Now we consider h* in the situation where
b(x)=1+ :
n # Z
$(x&n& 12). (3.2a)
and define
H * #h* I+Ih* . (3.2b)
(For this choice of b(x), the function a(x, y) does not satisfy the conditions
of Lemma 2 where H* was defined.) As shown below this choice for b(x)
will generate bands in the spectrum, and since this function is symmetric,
the edges of the spectral bands of the one-dimensional operator h* can be
determined by the Dirichlet and Neumann eigenvalues of h* on [&12 ,
1
2].
These boundary conditions will correspond to periodic and antiperiodic
boundary conditions ([14], 297). (See the Kronig-Penney model, [18],
263284.)
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The Dirichlet eigenvalues are unperturbed by the delta functions since
their eigenfunctions are zero at \12 . Thus the Dirichlet eigenvalues are
given by
+D, n=n2?2&* n1. (3.3)
The Neumann eigenvalues are perturbed and corners are produced in the
eigenfunctions at x=\12 . Thus replace Neumann boundary conditions
with the condition that the eigenfunction must be even across the bound-
ary. The Neumann eigenvalues are divided into four cases:
Case 1. Eigenfunction is an odd function and *++0. At x=&12 on
the right the eigenfunction would be (x)=sin - *++x, and on the left,
with an even extension across the boundary, it would be (x)=
sin - *++ (&x&1). Substituting these into the eigenvalue equation
h* =+ and integrating shows that
&- *++ cot (&12 - *++)&*=- *++ cot(&12 - *++),
and thus
2 - *++ cot \- *++2 +=*. (3.4)
Case 2. Eigenfunction is an even function and *++0. Similarly using
even functions (x)=cos - *++x on the right of x=& 12 and its even
across the boundary extension (x)=cos - *++(&x&1) on the left, we
have the condition
&2 - *++ tan \- *++2 +=*. (3.5)
Case 3. Eigenfunction is an even function and *++<0. There is only
one possible eigenvalue in this case. Using (x)=cosh - |*++| x on the
right of x=&12 and (x)=cosh - |*++| (&x&1) on the left we have the
condition
2 - |*++| tanh \- |*++|2 +=*. (3.6)
Case 4. Eigenfunction is an odd function and *++<0. As in Case 3,
there is only one eigenvalue in this case. Using (x)=sinh - |*++| x on
the right of x=&12 and (x)=sinh - |*++| (&x&1) on the left we have
2 - |*++| coth \- |*++|2 +=*. (3.7)
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The Neumann eigenvalues in Cases 3 and 4 are less than any of the
Dirichlet eigenvalues given by Equation (3.3). Thus they determine the first
band, i.e. [+N, 0 , +N, 1]. By min-max we see that the next eigenvalue must
be +D, 1 . The next eigenvalue would have to be +N, 2 because it is perturbed
downward from 4?2 which is +D, 2 . Thus we see that the bands are given
by
[+N, 0 , +N, 1], [+D, 1 , +N, 2], [+D, 2 , +N, 3], ... . (3.8)
The following lemma will be used to establish approximate bands of the
spectrum of the operator H *=h* I+Ih* with b given by (3.2a).
Lemma 4. Let *4? and 1m<(*2?)&1. Then the Neumann eigen-
values as determined by equations (3.4) and (3.5), with the Dirichlet eigen-
values given by (3.3), satisfy
+N, m+1<+D, m+
8?2m(m+1)
*
+
16?2(m+1)2
*2
. (3.9)
Proof. We may write equation (3.4) in the following form:
2 - *++
*
=tan \- *++2 + . (3.10)
Considering the graphs of f (- *++)=(2*) - *++ and g(- *++)=
tan( 12 - *++) with *4? it is reasonable to find approximate solutions
+^N, 2n+1 of (3.10) by solving
2(2n+1)?
*
=tan \- *++^N, 2n+12 + for n1. (3.11)
Note that for the exact solution of (3.10), - *++N, 2n+1 <(2n+1)?; thus,
since tan is an increasing function, the approximate solution is always
greater, i.e. +N, 2n+1<+^N, 2n+1. Likewise when solving equation (3.5) I will
find the approximate solutions +^N, 2n by solving
2(2n?)
*
=&cot \- *++^N, 2n2 + for n1. (3.12)
Now from equation (3.11) obtain
- *++^N, 2n+1=2 arctan
2(2n+1)?
*
+2n? for n1,
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and from (3.12)
- *++^N, 2n=2 arctan
2(2n)?
*
+(2n&1)? for n1.
Thus Cases 1 and 2 may be combined. To find an approximate solution
+^N, m+1 , solve
- *++^m+1=m?+2 arctan
2(m+1)?
*
m1. (3.13)
Now expand the arctangent in negative powers of *. Since m<(*2?)&1
we get an alternating series with the absolute value of the terms monotoni-
cally decreasing. Thus we have
- *++^N, m+1<m?+2 _2(m+1)?* &=m?+
4(m+1)?
*
.
Therefore
*++^N, m+1<m2?2+
8?2m(m+1)
*
+
16?2(m+1)2
*2
.
Thus using equation (3.3) and the fact that +N, m+1<+^N, m+1 , we see that
+N, m+1<+D, m+
8?2m(m+1)
*
+
16?2(m+1)2
*2
. K
Theorem 5. Let H * be given by (3.2b) with b as in (3.2a). Then there
exists a sequence *k   such that 0  _(H *k).
Proof. I will first show that, for certain values of *, the negative of the
negative bands starting with the second band [+D, 1 , +N, 2] will not inter-
sect the positive bands. These intersections are possible on the interval
from the first Dirichlet eigenvalue to its negative: [?2&*, *&?2]. If
m2?2&*<*&?2, then m2<(2*?2)&1, which implies that m satisfies the
condition of Lemma 4. We will define an approximate band B m which con-
tains the band [+D, m , +N, m+1] by
B m#_+D, m , +D, m+8?
2m(m+1)
*
+
16?2(m+1)2
*2 & . (3.14)
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Suppose mn and &B m & B n{<. Let *=:2?2 for some :>2. Then
B n=_n2?2&:2?2, n2?2&:2?2+8n(n+1):2 +
16(n+1)2
:4?2 &
and
&B m=_&m2?2+:2?2&8m(m+1):2 &
16(m+1)2
:4?2
, &m2?2+:2?2& .
Since mn, we see by definition of the bands B m , that the length of band
B m is less than or equal to the length of band B n . Thus the bands will inter-
sect if for some :,
n2?2&:2?2&m2?2+:2?2n2?2&:2?2+
8n(n+1)
:2
+
16(n+1)2
:4?2
which is equivalent to
m2+n2
2
:2
m2+n2
2
+
4n(n+1)
:2?2
+
8(n+1)2
:4?4
(3.15)
The bands will also intersect if
n2?2&:2?2&m2?2+:2?2&
8m(m+1)
:2
&
16(m+1)2
:4?2
n2?2&:2?2+
8n(n+1)
:2
+
16(n+1)2
:4?2
,
which is equivalent to
m2+n2
2
+
4m(m+1)
:2?2
+
8(m+1)2
:4?4
:2
m2+n2
2
+
4n(n+1)+4m(m+1)
:2?2
+
8(n+1)2+8(m+1)2
:4?4
. (3.16)
Combining inequalities (3.15) and (3.16) we see that &B m & B n{<
implies that
m2+n2
2
:2
m2+n2
2
+
4n(n+1)+4m(m+1)
:2?2
+
8(n+1)2+8(m+1)2
:4?4
. (3.17)
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If there exists an alpha for which inequality (3.17) cannot be satisfied for
positive integers m and n, then for *=:2?2 it is possible that 0  _(H*).
Suppose that 12(4k)&0.505:212(4k)+0.495 for k3. Thus by
Lemma 3 the first part of (3.17) is satisfied only if m2+n24k&3 which
I now assume. For each value of :, this implies m2+n22:2&2.99+;, for
some ;, with &1;1. This statement also implies that m+n<2:.
Rewrite the second part of (3.17) as
:2
m2+n2
2
+
4(m2+n2)
:2?2
+
4(m+n)
:2?2
+
8(m2+n2)
:4?4
+
16(m+n)
:4?4
+
16
:4?4
Thus if the second part of (3.17) is to be satisfied then
:2:2&1.495+
1
2
;+
8:2&12.96+4;
:2?2
+
8:
:2?2
+
16:2&23.92+8;
:4?4
+
32:
:4?4
+
16
:4?4
Thus
0&1.495+
1
2
;+
8
?2
+
16&12.96?2+4;?2
:2?4
+
8
:?2
+
32
:3?4
+
8;&7.92
:4?4
.
Define the right hand side of this inequality as f (:, ;). If k3, then :>5.
It is easy to show that, in the region where :5 and &1;1,
(f :)<0 and (f;)>0. Thus the maximum value of f on this region
is f (5, 1)r&0.04943 and the second part of (3.17) is contradicted.
Thus since *=:2?2, (3.17) is not satisfied if * is in the interval
[ 12 (4
k)?2&0.505?2, 12 (4
k)?2+0.495?2] for k3. Note that the length of
this interval is ?2.
To finish the proof, I will show that for k3 there exists a *k in the
interval [ 12 (4
k)?2&0.505?2, 12 (4
k)?2+0.495?2], such that the negative of
the first band, [+N, 0 , +N, 1] does not intersect any positive band. As seen
in Case Three, +N, 0 is the solution of equation (3.6) and +N, 1 is the solu-
tion of (3.7). This implies that for both equations
- |*++| =
*
2
\O(e&*). (3.18)
Solving for + gives (for +N, 0 and +N, 1):
+=
&*2
4
&*  O(e&*).
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We can see that the width of this band is of order O(e&*). The negative of
this band would be centered around (*24+*). Lemma 4 does not apply
in this case but we see by substituting +=(*24)+* into equations (3.4)
and (3.5) that cot(12 - *++)=1+O(*&1) and tan(12 - *++)=&1+O(*&1)
respectively. Thus at this level of + we see that the gaps in the one-dimen-
sional spectrum are still present and are roughly as wide as the bands. Let
*&= 12 (4
k)?2&0.505?2 and let *+ = 12 (4
k)?2+0.495?2 for any k3.
Suppose that n is such that the band [+D, n , +N,n+1] contains the value
(*2&4)+*&. Then n
2?2&*& (*2&4)+*&. Thus 4n
2?2*2&+8*&<
(*&+4)2. Therefore n<(*&2?)+(2?). This implies that the distance
between the lower edge of this band and the lower edge of the next
band is +D,n+1&+D, n =(2n+1) ?2<*&?+4?+?2. For f (*)=(*24)+*,
f (*+)& f (*&)=(?22)*&+(?44)+?2. Since (?22)*&+(?44)+?2>
*& ?+4?+?2, then as * increases from *& to *+ there exists a special
value *k such that the negative of the first band also does not intersect any
band. K
IV. LAPLACEBELTRAMI OPERATORS WITH AN
ARBITRARILY LARGE NUMBER OF SPECTRAL GAPS
Note that if the operator H *k of Theorem 5 could be associated with a
LaplaceBeltrami operator, then the corresponding spectrum would have
an infinite number of gaps. However, if *=0 and &=2, Lemma 2 indicates
that L=&a(x, y)2E , and hence a small change in a(x, y) would be
magnified by the action of &2E . But the existence of an arbitrarily large
number of spectral gaps can be established and we are now in position to
prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. For any fixed *, the delta functions can be
approximated by a sequence of symmetric test functions ,n so that the
corresponding operator h*, n  h* in the norm resolvent sense and hence
H*, n=h*, n I+Ih*, n converges to H * in the norm resolvent sense as
well. Each H*, n is associated with a LaplaceBeltrami operator Ln via
(2.1). Let *k be the sequence given by Theorem 5. Thus for any =>0 and
any 4>0, there exists an N>0 such that if n>N, then 0  _(H*k, n) for all
*k<4. Hence for n>N, *k  _(Ln), for k=1,, ..., K, where K depends
on 4.
To show these indeed correspond to spectral gaps, I will show that
there is at least one point in the spectrum between *kr 12 (4k)?2 and
*k+1r2(4k)?2. With Dirichlet boundary conditions at x=\ 12 , let +m and
+n, m represent the eigenvalues of h* and h*, n , respectively. Choose 0<=<1
and N large enough so that in addition to *k  _(Ln) we have |+&+n |<=
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for all n>N and for k=1, ..., K. Now fix the value of n. Consider
*k\ =4k?2=. Then *k<*k\<*k+1. With Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions, = # _(h*k+) and &= # _(h*k&). Thus _(h*k+, n) & (0, 2=){< and
_(h*k&, n) & (&2=, 0){<. Thus since h*, n is an analytic family there exists
a * between *k+ and *k& such that 0 # _(h*, n). For this value of *,
0 # _(H*, n) and hence * # _(Ln). K
As an example, if
b(x)={100,1,
if 0.49<|x|0.50
if |x|0.49
approximates a delta function, then numerical results indicate that at least
13 gaps exist. Thus there exists a test function ,n approximating b(x) for
which the corresponding operator has at least 13 spectral gaps ([12],
7784).
Whether an infinite number of gaps is possible is still an open question.
Following the work of Skriganov this question can be investigated by look-
ing at the asymptotic perturbation of the spectrum. Let N(*) denote the
number of eigenvalues of L which are less than * with either Dirichlet or
Neumann boundary conditions on the basic cell 0. Since by Weyl’s
asymptotic formula [17], N(*)*&2r|& (vol 0)(2?)& we see that if the
metric is changed to another metric which preserves the volume of 0 then
asymptotically the spectrum is equivalent to leading order of *. If
0 - g(x) d &x=0 d &x with a conformally flat metric, a comparison with
&2E is possible. If *0n(k) are the eigenvalues of &2E with the boundary
conditions determined by k # 0$ as above, then in the case of a periodic
conformally flat metric, |*n(k)&*0n(k)|C(*
0
n(k))
12 (see [12]). In two
dimensions, (see [9], 69), if this difference could be bounded by C(*0n(k))
;
with 0;< 16 , then only a finite number of gaps could occur. (This
does not depend on the 0 - g condition, because if the condition
0 - g(x) d &x=\ 0 d &x is used then the corresponding spectrum is multi-
plied by the factor \&2& and hence the number of gaps is unchanged.)
Thus in the two-dimensional case, straight-forward asymptotic results do
not eliminate the possibility of an infinite number of spectral gaps.
V. CONFORMALLY FLAT METRICS AND CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN THE SCALAR CURVATURE AND
THE NUMBER OF GAPS
The geometry of these manifolds which have periodic conformally flat
metrics will now be investigated. (In this section subscript commas indicate
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partial differentiation.) The Riemann curvature tensor of a manifold with
metric gij (x)=[a(x)] &p $ij may be explicitly calculated. The result is
R:;#\= 14 (2p+ p
2)a&2[&a , # a ,; $:\+a , # a , + $
:+$;\
+a , \ a , ; $:#&a , + a , \ $
:+$;#]
+ 12pa
&1[a , ;,# $:\&a , ;, \ $
:
#+a , +,\ $
:+ $;#&a ,+,# $:+$;\]
+ 14p
2a&2$+*a , *a , +[$:\ $;#&$
:
# $;\]. (4.1)
The Ricci Tensor is thus
R+\=a&p _\&&22 +\ p+
1
2
p2+ a&2a , \ a , ; $+;
+\12 p&
&&2
4
p2+ a&2a , # a , ; $+\$#;
+\&&22 + pa&1a ,;, \ $+;&
1
2
pa&1a , &, # $#&$+\& . (4.2)
The scalar curvature R is thus
R=R++=a&p[$+;a ,+ a , ; a&2(p(&&1)& 14p
2(&&1)(&&2))
&$+;a , +, ; a&1p(&&1)] . (4.3)
If &3 choose p=4(&&2) (which implies that gij (x)=a4(&&2)$ij) thus
R=
4(&&1)
&&2
a&4(&&2)a&1(&2E a) (4.4)
and if &=2 choose p=&1 (thus gij (x)=[a(x)]&1 $ij) so that
R=a$+;[&a&2a ,+ a ,;+a&1a , ;, +]=a2E(ln a). (4.5)
Theorem 6. If M has a periodic conformally flat metric which is not
identically constant then the sign of the scalar curvature R must change in the
basic cell 0.
Proof. Let &3 and gij=a&4(&&2)$ij. Then R=4(&&1)(&&2)
a&4(&&2)(&2E aa). By a known formula [16], since a(x) is a positive
function we have (&2E a)a&2E . Since 0 # _(&2E), this implies that
the function &2E aa and hence R is either identically zero or else it must
be negative for some values of x # 0. Thus if R0 then it must be negative
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for some x # 0. If R is identically zero then &2E a=0, which implies that
a(x) is identically a constant because by application of Liouville’s Theorem
the only harmonic functions which are periodic are the constant functions.
Hence we have R<0 for some x # 0.
Now assume that R0 for all x # 0. Then &2E a0 for all x # 0, and
so a(x) is subharmonic, which implies that a(x) is a constant since it is
periodic.
Now let &=2 and gij=a(x)$ij where a(x) is periodic. Thus
|
0
R - g(x) d 2x=|
0
2(ln a) d 2x=0)
by application of Green’s formulas. If a(x) is not constant, then 2(ln a) and
hence R must change sign in 0. K
What is the relationship between the number of gaps and the scalar cur-
vature? In two dimensions let a(x, y)=(b(x)+b( y)) &1, then
R=
(b(x)$)2+b( y)$
b(x)+b( y)
+b(x)"+b( y)". (4.6)
If a cubic function is used, to roughly approximate a delta function which
would produce a number of spectral gaps, we might use a function like
b(x)=1+s(x), where
s(x)=\ 334+\
x3
3
&
=x2
2 ++
1
2=
. (4.7)
for 0x=. On [&=, 0], s(x) is the even extension of this function, and
otherwise s(x) is zero on [&12 ,
1
2]. We see then that at R(0, 0)=&(6=
3),
and R(=, =)=(6=3). Thus I would conjecture that a necessary requirement
for a large number of gaps is for the curvature to be large in absolute value
at some points. One could conjecture that if |R| were bounded by some
suitable constant, that there would not be any gaps in the spectrum.
The spectral analysis concerning gaps in higher-dimensional Laplace
Beltrami operators is largely incomplete. In the conformally flat case, the
analysis is more complicated by the ((2E aa) term in H* (see (2.1)). Davies
and Harrell [8] showed that there are higher-dimensional Laplace
Beltrami operators with spectral gaps, but the metric which was deter-
mined by the solution of a particular nonlinear partial differential equation,
was not given explicitly. A further open question is whether or not more
than one gap can exist in dimension 3 and higher. There is some hint that
in dimension 3, there are operators with several gaps [12].
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